
Department of Corrections 
Security Threat Groups Coordinator’s Meeting 
Kolb Center - Friday December 2, 2016 
 
Attendees: Dawn Rohr, Herb Timm, DCI; Pat Brant, GBCI; Beckie Blodgett, Nicholas Johnson, Brandon Kuehl, 
OCI; Jason Aldana, RCI; Amr Yassin, Matthew Barnett, John Fiorello, Keith Lucas, Region 1; Aaron Lenmark, 
Region 5; Christopher Gomes, Region 3; Holly Rick, Danny Lomen, Region 7; Tim Heschke, TCI; Barry Reynolds, 
Sheboygan County Sheriff’s Office; Ray Cruz, SRSTC; Shaun Toombs, Daniel Ruhnke, FLCI; Jill Bentdahl, Julie 
Ustruck Wetzel, DJC-P&P; Carol Garceau, CTC; Richard Skime, PDCI; Jason Luebke, Region 2; Terry Schroeder, 
WCC: Rick Peterson, LHS; Tim Burlingame, Mark Garavalia, Mitch Walker, JCI; Matt Martinson, Stephen Dressel, 
NLCI; Kyle Labensky, Steve Brick, Ben Zartner, MSDF; Paul Johnson, REECC; Greg Davis, KCC: Jerry Haag, 
MWCC; Brad Schlosstein, Jason Wilke, RGCI; Dan Maki, Dan Miles, RYCF; Joseph Cichanowicz, WSPF; Robert 
Morrin, CCI; Kelli Willard West, Mark Weisgerber, DAI; Pat Brant, Chris Stevens, GBCI;  
Manitowoc County; Michelle Hubbard, Region 6; Patrica Cox, OSO; Robin Meiklejohn, WRC; Dayna Albitz, Region 
8;  Madison PD; Grant Berg, KMCI; Rob 
Rymarkiewicz, Bret Mierzejewski and Cynthia Radtke, WCI; Kelly Beasley, TCC:  
and Hillary Brown, SCI. 
   

INTRODUCTIONS 
 
Beckie Blodgett, co-chair of the STG committee, welcomed the group.   
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 
STG CERTIFICATION CLASS – The 40-Hour STG Certification class was held September 19-23 at 
OSCI. 43 staff attended, 27 from DAI and 16 from DCC. The class was very successful with over half the 
class scoring 90% or above on the test. Certificates were handed out to those that attended and were at 
the meeting, the rest will be sent out in the mail very soon. 
 
Just a reminder to the newly certified, it is your responsibility to give any training hours to Dawn Rohr. 
STG Coordinators are required to attend and provide 4-hours each of training annually. STG Specialists 
are required to attend 4-hours of training annually. The quarterly meetings do count as training providing 
you stay for the entire meeting. 
 
DOC-2366 REVIEW OF CONDUCT REPORT/EVIDENCE RELATED TO SECURITY THREAT 
GROUPS FORM – Discussion 

 The inmates will be allowed to have a copy of the form at the time of the hearing 

 The form will be revised and the description section will be eliminated 

 There will be boxes to check for STG Materials and / or STG Activity 

 You do not need to complete the form if you are certified but it needs to mentioned in the body of 
the report that you are certified 
 

UPDATED POLICY REVIEW DAI 306.00.18 
Changes to the policy were addressed. A question was brought up to see if it is possible to have the 
WICS STG Affiliation screen have a link to conduct reports and incidents reports.  Currently they have to 
be scanned in.  On the STG Activities screen reports can be linked. Mark Weisgerber will look into this. 
Each coordinator should now be entering information into WICS, there is no longer a need to send forms 
to DCI Coordinator. 
 
INFORMATION SHARING E-MAILS – Recently there have been some rather large STG information e-
mails.  In some instances these have filled people mailboxes, stopping them from being able to send or 
receive any other e-mails. Possible solutions include: 

 Save to a groups folder everyone would have access to 

 This could be a problem because recipients are from DAI and DCC 



 SharePoint – Madison PD uses SharePoint and could show us how they have it set up 

  Form sub-committee to investigate 
 

 
BLACK LIVES MATTER vs WHITE LIVES MATTER 
 
At this point Black Lives Matter is not a security threat group, it is consider more of a social group or 
movement.  Currently people are trying to change this group into something negative and using the term 
out of context.   
 
White Lives Matter seems to be a response to Black Lives Matter.  At this point only RGCI has had an 
issue with this.  The inmate involved is not an identified white supremacist but does have some of their 
beliefs. 
 
Conduct reports regarding activity should be based case by case; Group Resistance and Petitions and / 
or Disruptive Conduct.  Incident Reports should also be completed so they can be forwarded to OSO. 
 
The FBI has not seen anything regarding White Lives Matter on the outside.  The FBI ( ) would 
be interested in what is happening in the prisons. 
 

ROUND TABLE 
 
CCI – Sgt. Morrin reports  
Institution Population:  828      Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  37%   

No activity to report 
 

CVCTF – Captain Dvorak reports via e-mail 
Institution Population:  491      Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  21%     
No activity to report 
 

DCI – Captain Timm reports 
Institution Population:  1647       Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  22%         

Inmates of Interest include: 

 Luna-Diaz, Alex 648415  

 Luna-Diaz, Ruben 648412  

 Gonzalez-Osorio, Joshua 627360  

 Woody, Antonio 362297    

 Hall, Lamont  190199    

 Johnson, Antonio 287891     

 Meux, Dion  247322   

 Vargas, Javier  600775     

 Weso, Aaron  311101    

 
FLCI – Captain Ruhnke reports  
Institution Population:  1336         Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  27% 

 Not a lot of activity to report.  

 Recently staff found some BD literature and some LK graffiti. 
 

GBCI – Captain Brant reports  
Institution Population:  1090        Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  44% 

 9-3-16:  Derek Williams #196238 ; visitor tried to bring in a charger for an I-pad.  Subsequent 
search found the I-Pad and a large shank.  We locked down for a period of time. 

 9-8-16:  Brandin McConochie #488723 ; TLU for writing the warden about 
going on a mass hunger strike due to the lock down. 



 September: Kacey Johnson 439787 hit cellie with lock in sock. Cellie had no STG affiliation.  
Case referred to BCSO. 

 9-17-16:  Tywon Payton #460778 ; trying to arrange for a cell phone being smuggled in. 

 9-23-16:  Michael Johnson #265812 ; visitor trying to bring in drugs.   

 9-24-16: Michael Pugh #615180 , Tyree Williams #556000  and Timothy Murry #536056 
; were all TLU'd.  Connected to Tony Walker #167841 also being TLU'd.  was claiming 

there was about to be a big coup within the Vice Lords and then fights with GD's.  was 
transferred out. 

 10-18-16:  Tyrone Moore #548198 Mickey  Leon Tunstall #565258 , and Louis Parker 
#368343, No STG; fighting in kitchen. 

 10-18-16:  Johnny Skenandore #471408  jumped Rueben Ortiz #421076 Skenandore 
doesn't want to go on count so he jumped Ortiz who he feels is the Inca.  (On 12-1-16 
Skenandore was jumped by Amilio Degato #642594 and Luis Cruz 609967 in retaliation for 
that.) 

 11-16-16:  Chadwick Sharp-Bestful #555361  Anthony Hendrix #546832  and 
Robert Berndt #519367  fighting in kitchen.  Berndt likes to run his mouth and started fighting 
with Hendrix.  Sharp-Bestful jumped in to help Hendrix. 

 11-20-16:  Tanner Nadeau #491688, No STG; fighting with Lamont Guidry #593578   
Alexander Scheider #467008 , jumped in to help Nadeau.  This was Nadeau's third fight 
in recent history.  He likes to use drugs but doesn't like to pay for them.   

 11-24-16:  Jason Wilson #319120  his visitor was popped bringing in an ounce of marijuana.  
She was arrested by BCSO. 

 

JCI – Lt. Burlingame reports 
Institution Population:  980       Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  25%  

 Dramatic increase in Satanic materials being found. I/M Racette, Beau #531481 was found to be 
in possesion of several pages of material that was Satanic in nature. These materials included 
incantations, rituals invoking the pentagram of the earth, magic squares and drawings of 
Talismans and Sigils and printed materials that dealt with Evoking your Planetary Spirit using the 
Evocation of Bartzabel (Aleistar Crowley). Another search was done on his property and a book 
was found that was labled "Grimores". I/M Racette claimed this was his "Book of Shadows". This 
book was reviewed by Chaplain Myron Olson and found to contain spells, rituals and curses. 
Chaplain Olson verified that this was not Pagan nor any other recognized religion and it was 
Satanic in nature. Chaplain Olson also verified that I/M Racette was not listed as Pagan, however 
he was listed as Native American. When interviewed I/M Racette admitted to following the Left 
Handed path specifically that of Aleistar Crowley. 

      

 I/M Loesch, Christopher #283091 found in posession of drawings of a Baphomet 

 I/M Fields, Christopher #433404 found in posession of Baphomet with a Satanic image in the 
middle of it. 

 I/M Alverado, Jorge #465096 was found to be in posession of materials that are consistent with 
the . I/M Alvarado was identified as  according to his 
PSI. It was clear with the drawings and after interviewing the inmate that he is now V  

  

 I/M Hart, Nathan #475011, identified as a  , attempted to send out a letter with 
numerous references to the  . 

 

 Letter intercepted coming in to inmate Cottingham, Dante #259241, Confirmed , 
that goes in depth about the "Call for new straregy in the “National Movement against mass 
incarceration and prison slavery". Letter appeared to be a normal letter with a typical salutation 
and content (first 1-1/4 pages) of a normal letter from home. The rest of the letter is about the 
"Call for new strategy in the National Movement against mass incarceration and prison slavery". It 
is clear that this was done in an attempt to hide this material. 



 
KMCI – Captain Berg reports 
Institution Population:  1174      Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  30%  
Inmate of interest:  

 Jesse Brown #539603. He is communicating with other inmates through letters littered with  
references. Watch for mail with his name on it. 

 

LHS/CLS – Richard Peterson reports 
LHS is working on setting up a STG identification process and method of operation.  

 
MSDF – Sgt. Zartner Reports 
Institution Population:  1094       Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  33%  

  activity on one of the housing units, for now, 2 inmates has been relocated to separate units. 

 There have been some allegations of  by I/M Madosh, Drew #636889. 

 A new identifier has been noticed, “3278” which is “EAST” on a phone key pad. 
 

NLCI – Lt. Martinson reports  
Institution Population:  1023        Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  22%      

Seven conduct reports written this past quarter, primarily for drawings and tattooing. 

 
OCI – Lt. Johnson reports  
Institution Population:  684         Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  24%     

 I/M Stehr, Christopher #536364 - Confirmed member of the  After inmate was 
TLU'd for being in an unassigned area his classification actions were reviewed. It was discovered 
he received 2 separate 303.20 conduct reports. They were added to WICS and he was changed 
from suspected member to confirmed 

 I/M Crosley, Sylvania #065015 - Confirmed member of the  During his PRC 
meeting he discussed the motivations behind his crimes and indicated they were gang related. 
Inmate was interviewed and stated that he was a member of the  and was a or 

when he lived in Milwaukee. 
 

OSCI – NO REPORT  
Institution Population:                Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:            
 

 

PDCI – Captain Skime reports  
Institution Population:  506             Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  27% 

 Had an incident around 11/2/16 where members of Vice Lord and Gangster Disciples having tension 
amongst the different groups.  It started over one inmate running his mouth disrespecting the other STG.  
Investigation was conducted and ultimately the issue stopped.  We were able to determine some 
hierarchy within PDCI for the two groups.              
 

RCI – Jason Aldana reports 
Institution Population:  1837           Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  27% 

The Spanish Cobras and MLD’s trying to work on an agreement / aide and assist to deal with the GD’s 
giving out violations. 
 

RGCI – Captain Wilke reports 
Institution Population:  1005          Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  28%          

Although not directly gang related I/M Delano, Nathan #322632 (SCR) and I/M Covington, Julius 
#234196 ( ) both ( ) have been smuggling marijuana into the institution through the use of 
Delano’s wife Pamela Delano and Covington’s brother Christopher Covington 258523 ). Delano’s 
wife lives in Michigan and would stop at Chris Covington’s home in Green Bay purchase the narcotics 
with money sent from inmates family members then transport the narcotics to RGCI. The marijuana 



- 

would be smuggled into RGCI by Delano and his wife then given to Julius Covington who would then 
give to inmates who had pre-purchased the contraband.  
Green Bay PD and Redgranite PD contacted in regards to this investigation. 
 

 Marcus Gates 637017  – in Chicago; monitor this individual closely but do 
not attempt to cultivate him as an informant. 

 

 Tony Britton 531376 confirmed  – Claims to have held the rank of Has associates in 
Madison, will be contacting Madison PD to determine if his associates are related to any of the 
recent  shootings. 

 

 Robert Avery ( ) was placed in TLU pending a CR for having a poster with the  
 During TLU Avery was yelling Black Lives Matter.  

 

 Mark Brown 325519 (  was placed in TLU. During TLU placement he began yelling "Black 
Lives Matter" and that he was expressing his First Amendment Right. 

 

 Williams James 474631 (  Literature found that correlated 5%er ideology to recent African 
Americans killed by law enforcement. This individual will need to be monitored closely for Black 
Supremacist recruitment.    

 

 10-19-16 Kelly Bernelle 542394 - During a TLU placement inmate made the comment "Black 
Lives Matter" CR completed for attempting to incite a riot.  

 Osborne #555023 "White Lives Matter" posted in cell. 
 

 11-20-16 Davis, Sirmont 639941,confirmed , observed wearing a red/black braided lanyard 
on his left side.  Lanyard was about 13 inches in length. 

 

 Ronald McGwin ( ) and his Girlfriend  are suing RGCI as we removed 
her from McGwin's visiting list due to continued WS activity and planning on attending 
the WDOC Academy.    

 

RYCF – Officer Maki reports 
Institution Population:  450            Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  47%          

 Lt. Dan Miles has been named the new STG Coordinator. 

 A lot more graffiti, rap lyrics, drawings and letters are being found and include their nicknames. 

 We are seeing a lot more of the Dirty P’s coming in from Racine. 
 

SCI – Hillary Brown reports 
Institution Population:  1564          Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  23%          

Recent investigation conducted as a result of information received from two separate sources that the 
GDs and the LKs were beefing and there was potential for a fight or things to go down on the rec field or 
a unit courtyard.  The result of the investigation identified two separate issues.  One being a  

 (Reyna) called a ranking GD a chomo.  Word got out to another  who then aligned with the 
GDs because Reyna had disrespected a Folk.  Reyna then tried to run with the Latin Kings and started 
hanging with them for protection creating friction until the LKs told Reyna he needed to handle his own 
business.  The second issue was Donald Birk, an ordering a hit on a GD who snitched on him.  We 
believe he ordered the hit to be done by another , Michael Newton.  According to Salaz, who calls the 
shots for the eastside of the fence, Birk did not get this hit sanctioned through him and as far as the 
Kings were concerned it was not gang business, but Birk’s own issue, so things were squashed with 
between the LKs and GDs.   
 

SRSTC – NO REPORT RECEIVED 
Institution Population:  351            Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  18%  



 Letter intercepted by SRSTC mailroom staff disguised as just a “letter from home.” Letter turned 
out to be associated with the IWW group (Industrial Workers of the World). Letter denied and 
information forwarded to Michael Saunders. 

 Patient Shermell Tabor (confirmed ) returned from DOC. This sparked some tension again 
between two  clicks relating to a fight back in September 2015.    

       

TCI – Captain Heschke reports  
Institution Population: 845         Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation: 3% 

 MWCC -    Center Population:  109         Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  1%  

 Claudia Garcia #604973 has ties to the out of Racine. This was verified by the Racine 
PD. 

 Marcia Varnado-Ruiz #640938 has a tattoo of a lion with a five point crown on her left calf. 

 Lisa Xiong #645641 use to be a member of the  out of Wausau. This was 
back in the late 90's early 2000s. They no longer exist. 

 Katisha Mallet #54166 had a photo mailed to her that had a male individual flashing the  
 hand sign. 

 
REECC -   Center Population:  443         Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  2%  

 
WCCS – Captain Davis reports 
Total Center Population:  1908       Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation: 20% 

SPCC -  Center Population:  118           Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  13%      

SCCC -  Center Population:  105           Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  20%       

 TCC -     Center Population:  127            Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  24%  

WCC -    Center Population:  127           Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  20% 

 
WCI – Captain Rymarkiewicz reports  
Institution Population:  1263               Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  42%      

 We still have a strong presence and some organizational structure with the Latin Folks.  
 

 The Gangster Disciples been very active throughout the institution trying to institute structure. 
One case was we had 5 Gangster Disciples surround another inmate not allowing him to proceed 
that inmate was then assaulted. The inmate was being extorted out of 500 dollars. Information 
gathered was inmate Winters was in a fight with a GD months prior  and because of that incident  
resulted in segregation placement that inmate had to pay $500.00 information confirmed.  

 

 The  remain active with Hayes Jackson holding down the institution commonly in 
contact with Johnson ( )and Darnell Jackson ( ) as well as Victor Robinson.  

 

 White Supremacist activity is down.  Cory Wolf  (  who was removed 
form Adminstrative confinement found in possession of a 9 1/2 inch shank solid steel rod. 

 

 Stones been silent as of what we are hearing. 
 

  been fairly quite at this time other than their narcotic involement specifically Jacob 
Flores and Ben Hernandez..  

 

 Six inmates locked up out of the SCH from a Black Disciple /Gangster Disciple altercation.  
 

 Seems like we get more than just one on one fights lately. Obviously a serious staff assault not 
seemed to be linked to any STG activity the individual did make an excellent handgun replica out 
of soap. Wednesday we targeted 19 narcotic players with the use of outside law enforcemnent 
agencies K-9 units. 15 out of the 19 cells had positive hits.  Two inmates went to the hole, one for 



- 

ditching the narcotics and other for failing to comply.  Positve Hits  Resulting in  8 postive UA's. 
Possession of Pills still an epidemic just way too common to find pills.  One inmate in possession 
of a Syringe. As mentioned above investigation completed we intercepted four thousand dollars 
coming into two separate inmates both bloods. After following the money we linked it to an Native 
American William Weso who joined the  several months back for protection, now wanting 
out. He admitted he was strong armed for payment of release from the gang. We also had them 
trying to get him to turn over power of attorney for control of his funds prior to this. With that said 
we accomplished getting Demetrius Cooper sent back out of state our  

   
 

WSPF – Lt. Cichanowicz reports 
Institution Population:  440          Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  45% 

 We have seen some Sovereign Citizen materials and handbooks coming in through attorneys. 
 
Inmate on Inmate Assaults: 

 May 15th - Inmate Garcia, Miguel#558691  assaulted Inmate Jones, Donelle 
#426032  

 May 17th - Inmate Vest, Jamie #314828  assaulted Inmate Cruz, Carlos #354538 
I  

 May 18th - Inmate Wells, Theraron #572882 and Inmate Lee, Keith #333187  assaulted 
Inmate Johnson, Troy #507850 appeared to be initiation for inmate Wells 

 September 27th - Inmate Soto, Manuel #546244 tried to assault inmate Jones, Donelle 
#426032 - Soto yelled “   

 October 18th - Inmate Johnson, Troy #507850 assaulted Inmate Washington, Rodney #532165 - 
yelled “Vice Lord Killer” - inmate victim was not a Vice Lord.   

 
Staff Assaults: 

 September 23rd - Inmate Melendez, Arturo #196090 -  - Staff Assault - 
Throwing Assault 

 October 2nd - Inmate Egerson, John #372012-  - Staff Assault 

 Ocotber 3rd - Inmate Evans, Markus #543698  - Staff Assault - Significant 
Injuries - Weapon involved 

 Ocotber 18th - Inmate Melendez, Arturo #196090  - Staff Assault-Spitting 

 November 9th - Inmate Melendez, Arturo #196090  - Staff Assault- kicked 
staff in the knee 

 November 22nd - Inmate Melendex, Arturo ##196090  - Staff Assault-
Throwing Assault - Significant Exposure 

 
Inmates of Interest: 

 Inmate Flores, Osvaldo (AKA Baby C)#204228  - Trying to 
coordinate WCI forwarded information. 

 Inmate Lusk, Deontaye #458249 (AKA Burns)  

 Inmate Turner, Glenn #244614 (AKA Diamond)  

 Inmate Rivera, Alejandro #384112 transferred out of state 

 Vice Lords and Latin Folks - Retaliation for previous assaults 
 

WRC – Robin Meiklejohn reports 
Institution Population: 378                Percentage of Population with STG Affiliation:  27% 

No activity to report. 

 
 
 
DCC Region 1 – Matt Barnett reports 



Beloit area - The La Raza Street Gang was active last summer, 2015, in Beloit. The La Raza gang 
leader, Jose Ortiz, was shot and killed in October 2015 on Bluff St probably by a Latin King gang 
member. Several La Raza Gang members were then arrested in February, 2016, for their involvement in 
the murder of Austin Ramos Jr, the 5 year old child who was shot in a drive-by type shooting in January 
2016. As a result of these arrests, the La Raza Gang activity had been shut down. We still have the 
YNGM (Young Niggas Get Money) Street Gang that is active in Beloit. They have been involved in 
shooting at cars and battery type cases where several members gang up on one person and beat them. 
The Latin Kings are still in Beloit, but their activity has been calm lately. Possibly because a number of 
the LK’s are getting older or are on Probation such as Codey Hoppe,  in 
Beloit. 
The MLD’s (Maniac Latin Disciples) have been very quiet. They are probably dissolved or moved out of 
Beloit.  
 

DCC Region 2 – Jason Luebke reports 
In Racine, Dirty - P continue to engage in criminal activity on near south side and engaging in 
possible exchange of gunfire with group on near-north side.  There is continued conflict with 
Montana Boys out of Kenosha as well.   
 
Dirty P / SMG in 16th St Coordinator / Near Southside / DCC continuing to identify STG Members through 
Courts / PSI / Conviction to gather information for DOC/DAI/DCC/DJC and Local Law Enforcement 
 

DCC Region 3 – Chris Gomes reports 
 BOS gang investigation continues and updates on city violent crime. 

 Continued mobile drug dealing a problem and still dealing with carjackings. 

 Contact Chris if you are interested in doing a ride-a-long. 
 

DCC Region 4 – Tom Wickeham reports via e-mail 
We learned of the presence of a new motorcycle gang in Fond du Lac- Street Soldiers MC. The 
clubhouse is located at 68 Johns St. in Fond du Lac. Appears the mother chapter is out of Gary, Indiana. 
This came to light while agent was listening to jail calls of one offender who was speaking to his mom 
regarding the Fond du Lac clubhouse and about his father, Jason E. Williams DOC 617796, DOB 

 being one of the two people who brought the club to the area. 
 
Preston Hyde, DOC 609789, DOB  (AKA Bloody Ruckus) had his revoked after he and a friend, 
Jonathan C. Schrap, lopped off a female's pinky finger with a machete. The incident started when victim 
voluntarily let Schrap drink of shot of her blood which was obtained when the women allowed Shrap cut 
her forearm with the machete. This was done as a tribute to dead Juggalo. Later the same day, the 
victim volunteered to have her pinky cut off. Schrap used the machete to sever the victim's finger while 
Hyde recorded it on his phone. They saved the pinky to eat later. The wound was bleeding profusely so 
they attempted to cauterize the wound using a cigarette lighter, a propane blowtorch, and also gun 
powder. The victim later was taken to the hospital by her boyfriend due to seizures and the wound not 
closing.  
 
INFORMATION FROM THE BROWN COUNTY GANG TASK FORCE: 
They have been working the motorcycle groups lately; specifically the   They have come 
under the light with recent homicides, bar fights, and drug deals.  Jason Barfell their  is front and 
center with all of this.  Green Bay Police are currently completing a debrief of an  member that will 
consist of all club members, dues, activity and other area club info. Apparently there are a handful of 
Hells Angels that are living in the trailer park in Bellevue and on the west side of Green Bay.  Names or 
addresses were not mentioned but apparently everyone knows about it. 
 
Green Bay has also seen disturbances involving their GD’s and OTG guys that are all part of various rap 
groups.  The groups such as Rush Mobb and Richmade have been seen together which is not 



uncommon because they all get along but their members curb stomped another guy mid-November 
downtown around bar close. 
 
Green Bay also had a GD shoot up his GF’s car on 11/22/16. 
 
Green Bay has Sureno’s kids tagging the crap out of one of our neighborhoods with Southside 13 and 
SUR 13, S13S, etc. tags. 
 
Green Bay also has individuals from different Sureno sets that have opened a tattoo shop in town and 
now it’s become a hub for problems. Police are trying to build a case on them for their running of high 
grade weed from Cali into the area and other drugs.  All of these guys were all bangers as teens and 
now in their early twenties they have become business savvy with some of the parental figures who have 
been in the dope trade and to top it off there are strong Cartel connections backing and facilitating all of 
this. 

 
DCC Region 5 – Aaron Lenmark reports 

 Jeffery Roach DOC # 254197 lives in Eau Claire and on supervision to DCC.  Has IC 
case for Murder and Engaging in organized criminal activity in Texas from 2002 incident. 
He admits prior membership to  gang. 

 

 Heroin has become a big problem in the Superior / Duluth area.  They are experiencing 
approximately 4 overdoses a week. There are a lot of burglaries and robberies related to 
the heroin problem. 

 
DCC Region 6 – Michelle Hubbard reports 
There has been some Blood Warrior activity on the Potawatomi Reservation. 
 
DCC Region 7 – Holly Rick reports 
Holly will be the new coordinator for Region 7, replacing Kristina Wergin. 
 
DCC Region 8 – Courtney Newton reports 
Sparta / Tomah area - First Knight of Simon City Royals was recently released from prison.  
Claims he is not active / associated but did admit holding rank of First Knight; further 
investigation is ongoing. 
 

SHEBOYGAN COUNTY –  reports 

 High risk transport had 3 staff members assaulted 

 Competency hearing for Markell Hogan 

 Had a few BLM incidents, written up for disruptive conduct 
 

FBI –  reports 
 will be going overseas for a few months.  You can contact  while 

he is away.  is interested in what is happening in the institutions regarding extremist 
groups and sovereign citizens. 
 

MADISON PD –  reports 

 About 2500 gang members identified with 300 of those being active members 

 There are 6 officers in the gang unit.  are being transferred to 
other units. will let us know who our new contacts will be. 

 MAD Boyz are trying assert themselves around the DOC central office building 



 MAD Boyz vs Mickey Cobras 

 The gangs don’t necessarily have specific territories, they are mobile 

 Fella Gang (Westside) – The high ranking members are in prison so there is a fight for 
leadership 

 CMG – Castillo Money Gang 

 BMB – Balsalm Money Boys; property thefts, pushing drugs on the west side, have ties 
with larger gangs 

 C-14s are actively recruiting in schools, possibly involved in human trafficking 

 Southside Carnales were busted with 5 pounds of meth 
 
MANITOWOC COUNTY JAIL –  reports 

 Narcotics problems 

 Gang members tagging up cells 
 
WINNEBAGO COUNTY JAIL –  

 Count is down 

 Person of Interest: Jason Williams ( ) member of the  
. 
o Street Soldiers have a club house on 68 John Street in Fond du Lac and so far 

only have about 6 members 
o Chapters in Gary and Indianapolis Indiana 
o Wear the 1% patch 

 
CTC – Carol Garceau reports 

 15 classes this past year, 721 graduates 

 Students are given a 2 to 3 hour block of STG training that includes the identification 
process and basic Folks and People 
 

 
 
 
NEXT MEETING:  


